
 The Hungarian folk story –
‘The Two Greedy Bears’

 Fox puppet

 Two bear puppets

 A large ball of playdough or 
similar to represent the 
cheese in the story

10–15 minutes

TWO GREEDY BEARS

Two Greedy Bears: Tell your child the 'Two Greedy Bears’ story on the next page. Use a ball of playdough as 
directed throughout the story, as well as the fox puppet and the two bear puppets, to help bring the story to life.

After they have listened to the story, discuss what happened. Focus particularly on the difficulties around the 
division of the cheese. If necessary, use the playdough again to help your child grasp what happened to the 
cheese. Include the following questions:

• What word can we put in between the words more and less? It means that it is neither more nor less? (Equal, 
the same.)

• How did the little bears want to divide the cheese? (Equally, in halves, so the two pieces were exactly the 
same.)

• How did the fox say it would divide the cheese? (Equally.)
• How did the fox actually divide the cheese? (Bigger and smaller pieces, unequally.)
• Why did the fox do that? (It planned to cheat the little bears and eat most of the cheese itself.)
• What happened to the cheese every time the fox cut it into two bits? (It ate some, and the amount left got 

smaller.)
• Who got more and who got less – the bears or the fox? What do you think about the fox?

Your child can say that the bears wanted to cut the cheese into equal parts.
Your child can say that the fox cut the cheese into unequal parts.
Your child can say that the fox got more cheese than the bears.
Your child can say that the bears got less cheese than the fox.
Your child can say that each time the fox cut the cheese in half, the pieces left got smaller.
Your child can name parts when given the name of a whole, and a whole when given the name of 
a part.

To foster understanding of the concept of, and relationship between, a whole and its parts
To emphasise that a whole is composed of parts (e.g. a football team is a whole and a player is a part)
To introduce the idea that the whole of something is always bigger than the parts into which it can be divided
To demonstrate that when we split a whole into parts, the greater the number of parts – the smaller they are
To foster active and meaningful use of the words: whole/part, more/less, equal/unequal and increase/decrease
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Whole and Part game: You name a word describing a ‘whole’ and your child has to name a ‘part’. For example: 
house – room; tree – leaf; hand – finger; zoo – animal; school – child; forest – tree; flower bed – flower; man – leg; 
book – page; train – carriage; car – wheel. 

Then play the game the other way round – you name a ‘part’ and your child then names an appropriate ‘whole’. 
You can also swap roles, or repeat the game whenever you have a few spare minutes.

You may like to end the 
session by cutting a whole 
cake/pizza or similar into 

equal parts for your family to 
share. 



In a faraway land, behind high mountains in the middle of a dense forest, lived an old mother bear. She had two sons. When the bears grew up they 
decided to go away in search of happiness. They came to their mother to say goodbye. The old mother bear gave them lots of food for their journey, 
then she kissed her sons and told them always to stay together.

The brothers promised to fulfil her wish, and they started their journey. They walked and walked, day after day, until finally they ran out of food. The 
bears were very hungry.

‘Oh, my dear brother! I am so hungry’, complained the younger bear. ‘I am also very hungry’, complained the older bear.

All of a sudden they saw a big round piece of cheese. The bears rejoiced. They decided to divide the cheese equally. But each bear was so afraid that 
the other one would get more that they couldn't work out how to do it. Because of their greed, they were arguing and growling instead of eating 
when Sly Fox appeared. 

‘What are you arguing about, young bears?’ asked the fox. The bears explained their problem. ‘No trouble at all!’ exclaimed the fox. ‘Let me divide the 
cheese equally between you’. The bears agreed happily. 

The fox took the cheese and tore it into two parts. (Tear the playdough roughly into two parts.) But it was obvious that the two pieces were not equal –
one was much smaller than the other. The bears shouted, ‘That's not fair! This piece is larger!’

‘Don't worry’, said the fox. ‘I will take care of that’. The fox bit off a large piece of cheese from the larger part and ate it. (Pull off a piece of the larger 
lump of playdough and put it behind you.) Now the larger part of cheese was much smaller.

‘The pieces are still not equal’, stated the bears anxiously. 

‘It is alright. I know what I am doing,’ said the fox and with these words he again bit a piece of cheese from the larger part. (Pull off a piece of the 
larger lump of playdough and put it behind you.) The larger part turned into a smaller part. 

‘Still not equal!' complained the bears. 

'Enough is enough!' said the fox with some difficulty because its mouth was full of tasty cheese. 'Just a little bit longer and the pieces will be equal’.

The fox carried on dividing the cheese while the little bears only moved their black noses from one side to the other, from the larger piece to the 
smaller and back again. (Keep pulling small bits off each lump of playdough in turn, and then putting them behind you.) The fox had as much cheese 
as it could eat until, finally, there were just two tiny pieces of cheese left. (Show two small but evenly sized pieces of playdough.)

'Well, the pieces may be small’, said the fox 'but they are equal'. And with these words it ran away, joyfully wagging its tail.

That is what happens to those who are greedy!

TWO GREEDY BEARS – story
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Cut out the two bears and the fox separately.
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